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AKA…. “how to initiate and maintain a 
successful research career at CHOP 
and Penn”
“”

Initiate:
First step – know the path you’re on

Maintain:
A series of steps

Succeed:
Not just Promotion (ie, you get to stay at Penn) but 
career satisfaction

“



Academic Medicine 
Life Cycle

Medical or 
Graduate 
Student

Resident
or Post Doc

Fellow or
Instructor

Faculty

Promotion



Focus Groups of Young Faculty 
Then and now want to know the path…

Penn Faculty Affairs (from the website over a decade 
ago):
• “they wanted to know how to focus their energy at 

any given stage of their careers so as to achieve 
long term goals…”

Career Pathways @ CHOP (2016)
• Promotions criteria referred to as “lure” or 

“mystery”
• Need to know how to stay on track - “this is what 

you need to do at this time”/prescriptive pathway 
to success 



Step 1: Getting to Know your Path…



Tracks at the Perelman School of 
Medicine



Shaping a Career in Academic Medicine: 
Guidelines for mentor/mentee Conversations



Career Roadmap 
Review Group

CHOP
• Department of Pediatrics Executive Committee
• Associate Chairs

(Drs. Sue Furth, Anne Reilly, Bob Shaddy, Kathy Shaw, Gail Slap)
• Department of Pediatrics Management Team 

(Eileen Drames, Kristi Ettien, Elaine Gallagher, Jamie Hoffman, 
Alison Marx, April Taylor)

Perelman School of Medicine (PSOM)
• Chair, Committee on Appointments and Promotions
• Vice Dean for Faculty Affairs
• Executive Director, Office of Faculty Affairs
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Presentation Notes
Example: Endocrine Example (CH)Questions to walk through the decision tree:Erich Eichenwald: (Ask Eric To Describe)Correct identification of CE versus tenure track for individuals supported by K award for 75% protected timeBrenda Banwell:Many faculty have the “potential” to be CE track investigators but are not ready for this role immediately upon being hired. Perhaps they are new to CHOP and do not yet have the partnerships that would lead to a clinical-research career, or perhaps their research interests need to be fostered further by some more clinical time. I am keen to learn more about switching from AC to CE options.Bring Up Instructor Role to start in then to CE. Can be an instructor for 3 years.Can switch but the clock starts over. Should switch before 2nd re-appointment.  Different job, needs to be posted and re-interviewed. Time served doesn’t necessarily count.Jim Callahan:How will we integrate the Penn Medicine Clinician role into the Department? Standing FacultyAssociated Faculty“Voluntary” Faculty



Investigator’s
Symposium:

Which Path?
• Research, 
• Tenure, 
• CE
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Presentation Notes
Example: Endocrine Example (CH)Questions to walk through the decision tree:Erich Eichenwald: (Ask Eric To Describe)Correct identification of CE versus tenure track for individuals supported by K award for 75% protected timeBrenda Banwell:Many faculty have the “potential” to be CE track investigators but are not ready for this role immediately upon being hired. Perhaps they are new to CHOP and do not yet have the partnerships that would lead to a clinical-research career, or perhaps their research interests need to be fostered further by some more clinical time. I am keen to learn more about switching from AC to CE options.Bring Up Instructor Role to start in then to CE. Can be an instructor for 3 years.Can switch but the clock starts over. Should switch before 2nd re-appointment.  Different job, needs to be posted and re-interviewed. Time served doesn’t necessarily count.Jim Callahan:How will we integrate the Penn Medicine Clinician role into the Department? Standing FacultyAssociated Faculty“Voluntary” Faculty



New PSOM 
Teaching/
Education 
Definitions 
9/1/2018



Excel for 
Teaching 
Credits

Credit for: 
mentoring
supervised scholarship
lab rotation supervision 
creating lectures
advising post-docs
educational admin
educational leadership



Step 2: A Series of Steps

How to Use this Guide –
Career Roadmaps – Disclosure!

“These tools are designed as discussion guides and 
advising documents. It should be noted that there is 

substantial variability in the milestones that 
different faculty members achieve on their career 
trajectory on the way to promotion. It is a very 

individual process, and assessment of success also 
includes an external evaluation by peers, that is not 

captured in this document.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Move links.





EXTENSION OF THE PROBATIONARY 
PERIODS THAT APPLY TO GRANTING OF TENURE OR PROMOTION 
TO ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

1. A child is born, adopted, or placed for foster care, into 
the faculty member’s household and the faculty member 
is the primary or co-equal parental caregiver
2. Serious health condition

…..the faculty member is required to act as the primary or co-
equal caregiver for a parent, child, spouse, or domestic partner 
(as defined in the domestic partner benefits policy); or
the faculty member is unable to perform the functions of his or 
her position.

3.. Victim of an unforeseen, catastrophic event….such 
that the research project is unable to proceed or is 
disrupted for at least sixty days



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do I get 20% protected time for academic activities on the CE Track.If you will be CE and continue then you will generate those funds.Expectation from the department - not unfunded research time.How many papers do I need to get promoted on the CE Track?Difference between “collaborative” and leadership positions on grants for promotion on CE track.



TEDS – Teaching Evaluation Data
MY.MED.UPENN.EDU



Learning to Teach/Mentor



Summary:  A Series of Steps on a Path…
CE and (Tenure)

Year 1

Increasing Scholarly 
Activity (Senior author 
Papers); Collaborative 

Research;  Funding (PI on 
independent grants); 
Presenting your work 

regionally and nationally;  

Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9Year 2

Annual Re-
Appointment

Establishing research 
focus (& 

independence): Off 
Training grants and 

onto Funding/ Career 
Development 

Awards;  Starting to 
present your work

Gaining Exposure
Publications in Quality 

Journals (high Impact); Grow 
and maintain research 

collaborations (independent 
program); Regional/National 

Leadership/Invitations

Clinical Excellence (competence if MD), Citizenship, Teaching 100 credits, Mentorship 
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Update





Common Questions: 
How many publications are needed for promotion to 
Associate Professor?

Answer -
Wide ranges  - teens to over 100
Median (mean) – 45(T), 53(CE), 34(R)
Consider impact, 1st,2nd, and last author
Track



Common Questions: 
What is the success rate?

Answer:
Very few fail
(if make it to PSOM CoAP)



Step 3:  Success
Requires Assembling a Mentoring Team!

National Center for Faculty Development and Diversity: www.FacultyDiversity.org

Mentee



© Total Leadership. All 
rights reserved.

Step 3:  Success – It’s not just your 
career
Not work/life “balance” but 
“integration”

Stew Friedman
The Wharton School

www.totalleadership.org
rg

Work

Family

Self

Community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not “Balance” but “Integration”Professional / economic resultsIncreased attraction/retention of talentProductivity gains and cost reductionsEnhanced engagement and resilienceGreater focus on results that matterGreater commitment to organization Improved leadership skillsIncreased confidence and competence in creating sustainable changeStronger connections in networksBetter reputation via community impactPersonal resultsFewer conflict-ridden tradeoffsGreater sense of controlImproved health and wellnessLower stress, more energyMore satisfied with personal growth, job/career, family

http://www.totalleadership.org/


Building Effective Mentoring Relationships
Core Tenets of Effective Mentee-Mentor Relationships

Emma Meagher

Ari Brooks, Kathy Shaw, and Judy Shea
(Longitudinal Mentorship Workshop PSOM101/F2F)



Step 3: Succeed…
Introducing your Panel:

Tiffani Johnson, MD, MSc
Assistant Professor in CE track

Marina Cuchel, MD, PhD, MSTR
Associate Professor in Research Track

Andy Minn, MD, PhD
Associate Professor in Tenure Track
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